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… private quarters
The residence signifies harmony in design as the spaces are
connected visually and aesthetically.

Woodilicious
Décor

A minimalistic and contemporary
residence at Valsad, Gujarat,
designed by Parekh Ankit Anil
Architects, becomes the
background for woody effects.
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Wood has been used to frame the windows and
give them a definition.

One of the walls flaunts a vertical garden with wooden
planters while the wire mesh is camouflaged in its inner body.
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… private quarters
The courtyard design of the residence allows
it to be more open and airy.
The wooden ceiling in the living room
compliments the gorgeous main door.
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The owner of this residence is a mechanical
engineer who spends most of his time
working with metal. Wanting a break from this
routine, he decided upon wood as the key
material for the new interiors. Taking a cue
from his requirement, Surat-based Parekh
Ankit Anil Architects has given this residence a
minimalistic yet stunning décor.

Design connect
The residence signifies harmony in design
as the spaces are connected visually and
aesthetically. Spread over 5,000 sq ft, the
residence comprises of the living room,
courtyard, bedrooms, entertainment room
and bathrooms.
The living room was required to be cosy and
welcoming. The undulating ceiling design
adds edginess to the room while a set of
wooden hanging blocks divided in nine
parts helps scale down the volume of the
overhang. The air-conditioning unit is aest
hetically camouflaged as part of the design.
The living area extends up to the courtyard.
The opening towards the courtyard uses
fixed clear glass, while the floor is covered
with carpet grass. There are also three
centrally placed champa trees along with a
pitara, which is the client’s ancestral asset.
Small wooden balconies with miniature
flowering plants provide visual pleasure.
One of the walls flaunts a vertical garden
Wood is combined with glass to create a stunning pattern
on the wall without making it look too boxy.

Material chart
Area

Material

Description

Cost

Sourced from

Flooring

Italian Marble

Grey Orobicco

–

Bafna Marble, M: (0) 98983 74441

Plywood

Century Ply

–

`128/sq ft

Umiya Vijay Saw Mill, M: (0) 98247 24002

Bathroom

Sanitaryware

Bravat & Kohler

–

Paradise Ceramic M: (0) 92275 17157

Paint & coating

Ica

Wood finish Italian PU

Rs180/ sq ft

Ram Meet, M: (0) 94271 71568

Kitchen & appliances

Miele

Modular kitchen

–

Maruti hardware, M: (0) 98251 39952

Furniture

Wood

Gujarat teak wood

–

Gujarat Saw Mill Billimora,
M: (0) 99250 22985

Electrical

Switches

Schneider

–

Lucia Marketing, M: (0) 98253 39456

Veneer

Timex

Teak veneer

Rs120/ sq ft

Kaastha, M: (0) 98251 51519

Wallpaper & curtains

D’Decor

–

–

www.ddecor.com

Lighting

Philips

LED

–

Electrify Shop, M: (0) 98795 57191
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… private quarters

with wooden planters while the wire mesh is
camouflaged in its inner body.
In the private quarters, three of the four
bedrooms have mirror-finish kota flooring
while the fourth one (the son’s bedroom) is
done in Valsadi teak wood floor, finished
with ICA water-based floor coat.

Dynamic space
The entertainment room contrasts the
otherwise simple décor of the house. The
home theatre’s design is parametric and it
changes as you shift your viewing angle.
Ankit explains, “Taking cue from the famous
Raj Mandir in Jaipur where people go to
enjoy the theatre effect, we tried to create a
space where the client’s family, friends and
guests can have a gala time.”

The dynamic design of the main door gives a hint of what to expect within.

This area has multi-layered acoustic walls
made to specification using bricks, glass
wool, MDF, soft board covered with fabric
in-between and wooden strips to elaborate
the design. This pattern is continued on the
ceiling as well. Indirect lighting through the
false ceiling is done using frosted glass. “We
have used insulated glass with wooden frame
on the inner side partition,” adds the
architect. The flooring here is covered with
carpet tiles.

Wood wonder
The moment you enter this house you
notice the designer’s keen perception,
primarily because of two things – the
presence of natural material and the feeling
of warmth.
Sharing his thoughts on the extensive use of
wood, Ankit says, “Modernist Danish
Furniture is where my heart lies. The client
was very supportive and together we

Ankit Parekh

The floor in the son’s room is adorned with Valsadi teak wood finished with ICA water-based floor coat.

Meet the designer
Firm: Parekh Ankit Anil Architect founded in 2010.
Firm specialisation: Architecture and interiors.
Design philosophy: Believes in fourth dimension – emotion.
Philosophy towards life: Adopt and adapt.
Favourite architect/Designer: Sen Kapadia and Enric Miralles.
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The home theatre takes cues from the
famous Raj Mandir in Jaipur.

decided to opt for wood. The versatility of
wood makes it a very interesting décor
element, thereby lending a unique touch to
this residence.”
The use of wood in modern home interiors
adds warmth, which is an important
addition for Ankit. Speaking about his love
for natural materials, he said, “The designer
has to ensure that the lines created are sleek
and the tones match with the rest of the
décor to make it outstanding. Making use
of light tones brings out a good contrast
between the sleek metal accents, thereby
creating a brighter space.”
i
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CONTACT

Traditional design elements have been fused in this
contemporary wood-dominated residence.

Parekh Ankit Anil Architect,
18 Jyoti Nagar, Adajan, Surat.
Tel: 0261-2773318.
E-mail: Parekhcollaborative@gmail.com
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